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Personal data: gender, age, family association (partnership status, children), highest school degree, present 
professional status, income per month 
 
(open) question categories applied to answers 

Concerning the situation:  

What was your personal relation to the patient? 
 

partner, other family member, 
friend, colleague, stranger 

Where did the collapse happen?  home, work place, public, other 

Was the collapse witnessed? yes, no 

How many persons were present initially / found the patient? 1, 2, more than 2 

How many persons joined you during the course of the incident?  1, 2, more than 2 

Did you recognise that a respiratory arrest happened? yes, no, not sure 

If yes: how did you confirm this? 
 

thoracic movements, breathing 
sounds, air motion, mirror, other 

Did you have problems confirming respiratory arrest? no, yes: strange breathing, agonal 
breathing, bluish colour, didn’t 
know what to do, too upset 

Did you tilt the head to check breathing? yes, no, don’t, no respiratory 
check 

Did you recognise that a cardiac arrest happened? yes, no, not sure 

If yes: how did you confirm this? pulse check, no signs of life after 
rescue breaths, respiratory arrest 
confirming circulatory arrest,  

Can you still remember what you did first?  

What phone number did you call for alarm?  

If you phoned yourself: did the dispatcher give instructions to you?  

If yes: what instructions were these? 
If yes: could you accomplish these? 

 

If yes: did the instructions help? 
Do you still remember after what time the first actions were started? 
Was the patient ventilated? 
Did you have the impression of effective ventilations? 
Did someone perform thoracic compressions? 
At which spot did you compress? 
If compressed and ventilated: in which ratio was this performed? 
How long did you continue the procedure? 
After what time did presumably EMS personnel arrive on scene? 
Looking back: what would you do exactly in the same way again? 
Looking back again: what would you possibly do differently? 
 
Concerning first aid training: 
Did you attend a first aid course at any time? 
If yes: how many years ago and for how many hours? 
If yes: did you ever think about applying any of your learned skills? 
If yes: could you apply any of the learned skills in the real situation? 
If yes: do you wish any changes retrospectively concerning your first aid 
course? 
Do you intend to attend a first aid course in the near future? 
Do you think first aid courses should be mandatory? 
If yes: at what age? 
Do you think refresher courses for drivers licence holders should be 
mandatory?* 
Within which time period would you yourself be willing to attend a refresher 
course? 
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